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Abstract: The Sonority Dispersion Principle and Minimum Sonority Distance are attested 

tendencies of the application of the Sonority Sequencing Principle. The former produces the 

preference for liquids in C2 position of complex onsets, the latter glides. This paper describes the 

structure of complex onsets in Ipulo, a Niger-Congo language where only a glide is permitted in 

C2. Furthermore, a complex onset consisting of two glides (/jw/) is more common in Ipulo than 

either nasal plus glide or liquid plus glide clusters, despite its more marked status cross-

linguistically. Ipulo is an example of a language attesting complex onsets of every natural class 

followed by a glide, thus challenging both the claim of the SDP that liquids are preferred offsets, 

as well as the sufficiency of classical minimum sonority distance accounts to explain why only a 

glide would be permitted in this position. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Ipulo [ass] is a Southern Bantoid language within the Tivoid family, a group of under 

documented languages spoken in southwestern Cameroon and eastern Nigeria. Southern Bantoid 

languages are a sub-classification of Benue-Congo, which is a class within the Niger-Congo 

phylum (Lewis et al. 2013).1   

Ipulo shares certain commonalities in syllable structure with other Bantoid languages, 

such as the preference for CV syllables and for a glide in C2, or offset, position of a consonant 

cluster (Watters 1989). More specifically, Ipulo permits only a glide in this position, which is not 

uncommon cross-linguistically (Parker 2012). There is actually a higher frequency in Ipulo of a 

cluster with two glides (/jw/) than either a nasal or a liquid followed by a glide.  

This paper describes Ipulo onset clusters in terms of sonority distance, which best 

explains the preference for a glide in offset position. However, this paper also reveals a 

shortcoming of classical sonority distance constraints (Steriade 1982; Selkirk 1984; Blevins, 

1985), namely its inability to account for the glide-only restriction in offset position. 

The data gathered and presented here is my own, the result of four years spent living 

among the Ipulo people to learn their language and begin linguistic analysis. Based on a 

phonology sketch and orthography guide (Tuinstra 2015a,b), a provisional orthography has been 

developed with members of the Ipulo community, and it is being taught through literacy classes.  

The following table shows the inventory of consonant phonemes in Ipulo. Marginal 

phonemes are indicated by parentheses. Limited distribution and frequency, as well as 

questionable contrast, have resulted in the marginal classification. Contrast has been 

demonstrated for all phonemes in Tuinstra (2015a). 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
1While beyond the scope of this paper to establish, Bantu is a sub-classification of Bantoid, as is 

Tivoid. Therefore the Tivoid languages are Bantoid but not Bantu. See Blench and Williamson 

(2011) for further clarification. 
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Table 1: Consonant Phonemes 

 

  Labial Coronal Alveo-

palatal 

Palatal Velar Labial-

velar 

Laryngeal 

Stops voiceless p t   k k͡p  

 voiced (b) (d)   (g) g͡b  

 prenasalized ᵐb ⁿd   ŋg m͡ŋg͡b  

Fricatives voiceless 

voiced 

prenasalized 

f 

v 

s 

 

ⁿz 

(ʃ)   

ɣ 

 h 

Nasals  m n  ɲ ŋ   

Liquids   l      

Glides     j  w  

 

There are six phonemic vowels in Ipulo. While an even number of phonemic vowels is 

unusual among Bantoid languages, at least two other Tivoid languages have an even vowel 

inventory (Tiv in Welmers 1973; Iceve-Maci in Cox 2012): 

 

Table 2: Vowel Phonemes 

 

 Front Central Back 

High i  u 

Mid ɛ ə ɔ 

Low  a  

 

Ipulo has two tones, high and low. This is common in Niger-Congo languages (Yip 

2002). Tones associate from left to right, and both high and low tones can spread rightward. The 

interaction between high and low tones results in three levels of surface pitch as well as surface 

contours. 

There are no restrictions of segments in CV syllables. Restrictions in codas and complex 

onsets can be explained by application of the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Clements 1990). 

Ipulo allows a wider range of coda consonants than is typical among Bantoid languages. 

However, this paper examines the application of the SSP in complex onsets only. 

 

2. Sonority and Ipulo syllable structure 

 

The Sonority Sequencing Principle (Clements 1990; Parker 2011) explains how segments 

are organized into syllables: 

 

(1) There is one sonority peak per syllable. 

(2) Each sonority peak corresponds to one syllable. 

(3) Sonority rises within the syllable onset and falls within the coda. 

 

The sonority value for each segment is determined by the sonority hierarchy, in which 

classes of segments are categorized from most to least sonorous. Clements’ (1990) scale has 
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been widely accepted and will be the point of reference for this paper: 

 

Table 3: Sonority Hierarchy 

 

Natural class Vowels > Glides > Liquids > Nasals > Obstruents > 

Abbreviation V G L N O 

Sonority 

index 

5 4 3 2 1 

 

Using this hierarchy, consonant clusters can be labeled by their abbreviations, and 

sonority distance can be calculated using the sonority indices. For example, the word /swɛ́/ 

‘carefully’ consists of one OGV syllable, and the sonority distance between the consonants in the 

cluster is 4-1=3.  

Consonant clusters in Ipulo do not always obey point (3) of the SSP. Rather than sonority 

rising through the onset it can remain level, provided the offset is a glide.2  Given this restriction 

in offsets, both consonants must be glides in order for the sonority index of the anchor and offset 

to be equal. For example, in the word /ì-jwɛ̀/ ‘wild pepper’, both the anchor and offset of the 

second syllable /-jwɛ̀/ have a sonority index of 1, resulting in a plateau of sonority in the onset. 

Within this principle of rising sonority from anchor to syllable peak, there are two 

attested tendencies. One is that the segments are maximally dispersed in sonority (Sonority 

Dispersion Principle, Clements 1990), and the other is that the two segments in the onset be 

separated by a certain number of ranks on the sonority hierarchy (Minimum Sonority Distance, 

Steriade 1982; Selkirk 1984).  

Sonority dispersion favors obstruents in anchor position and liquids in offset position to 

ensure an onset is as maximally and evenly distributed in sonority with the vowel nucleus as 

possible. The SDP asserts, therefore, that liquids are the least marked consonant in offset 

position. Ipulo does not follow this tendency. Liquids are not permitted in offset position, as 

illustrated by the insertion of a vowel in the English loan word, ‘hundred’: 

 

(4) /hɔ̀ⁿdìlì/ 

‘hundred’ 

 

While one word does exist with a liquid offset, it is the only such word within a corpus of 

32 texts and a database of approximately 1,700 elicited words. Therefore it is clearly marginal 

and cannot be used to support the canonical existence of liquid offsets in Ipulo. Further research 

would be needed to determine its origin: 

 

                                                        
2Sonority reversals, in which the sonority level falls in the onset, are not attested in Ipulo due to 

the interpretation of prenasalized stops as single phonemes. Interpreted as separate phonemes, 

the higher sonority nasal followed by the lower sonority obstruent would be a sonority reversal 

in syllable onsets. Interpreted as single phonemes, they are classified as obstruents. See 

Tuinstra (2015a) for the explanation regarding this interpretation.  
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(5) /ɔ-ᵐblìsì/ 

3sg-pfv.break.apart 

[ɔ́.mblì.sì] 

‘It broke apart.’ 

 

The imposition of sonority distance on clusters favors the glide in offset position because 

it allows the greatest possible sonority distance between anchor and offset. The restriction to 

glides in offset position in Ipulo aligns better with sonority distance than with sonority 

dispersion.  

However, MSD alone cannot account for the restriction to glides only in offset position; 

MSD can merely stipulate the minimum sonority distance tolerated in the language. While Ipulo 

tolerates an MSD of 0, that needs a further qualification to be an accurate statement. When the 

MSD is 0, a glide must be in offset position. Two consonants of any other natural class, and 

therefore also with a sonority distance of 0 between them, are not permitted as a complex onset. 

A constraint in addition to MSD is needed in order to explain complex onsets in Ipulo.  

Ipulo allows a glide offset with an anchor from every natural class. Of the 23 phonemes 

taught as alphabet letters,3 11 pair with /j/ as anchor in a cluster and 15 pair with /w/. This is a 

total of 26 attested clusters out of a theoretical possibility of 46. The only phonemes not 

accounted for are /g͡b/, /ɣ/ and /ɲ/. The first two have a relatively low frequency in the language 

and the third is likely an historical merging of /nj/. Onsets with a sonority plateau in Ipulo are 

GG, and those with a sonority rise are OG, NG and LG. The following table lists the attested CG 

combinations: 

 

Table 4: CG onset clusters 

 

OG fj, hj, k͡pj, ᵐbj, ⁿdj, (ʃj), tj, vj, fw, hw, kw, mbw, ndw, nzw, ŋgw, pw, sw, tw 

NG mj, mw, nw, ŋw 

LG lj, lw 

GG wj, jw 

 

The next table lists only those clusters that occur within morphemes. This reduces the 

number of clusters to 20. The reason for the difference is due to a morphophonemic process that 

results in glide formation of high vowels in durative verb forms. This is further explained in 

§3.2. The reason for gaps between the two tables is likely the result of insufficient data, and 

further research would undoubtedly reduce the gaps between the two tables.  

 

Table 5: CG onset clusters within morphemes 

 

OG fj, hj, ⁿdj, (ʃj), tj, fw, hw, kw, mbw, ndw, nzw, ŋgw, sw, tw 

NG mw, nw, ŋw 

LG lj, lw 

GG jw 

 

                                                        
3There is reason to include /ʃ/ for its use in literacy and recognition by the people as a meaningful 

sound in the language even though it is phonologically a marginal phoneme. 
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The appendix gives a complete list of all tokens for each of the above types of onset 

clusters found within morphemes. Of the 115 known thus far, only 9 of them contain the palatal 

glide as the offset. One missing type here is /nj/ because that has been analyzed as a single 

phoneme due to contrast with other nasals and its distribution. Nevertheless, there is a clear 

preference for /w/ in offset position. Further, certain clusters are much more frequent than others, 

with only five types, /sw/, /hw/, /tw/, /kw/ and /jw/, comprising 70% of the examples. 

Interestingly, GG is a much more common complex onset in Ipulo than either NG or LG, despite 

its more marked status cross-linguistically. The table below gives the number of tokens found of 

each type of complex onset: 

 

Table 6: Number of tokens for each type of complex onset 

 

Cluster type Number of tokens 

OG fj 1 

hj 1 
ndj 1 

ʃj 1 

tj 4 

fw 1 
mbw 1 
ndw 2 
nzw 3 
ŋgw 5 

hw 10 

tw 11 

kw 21 

sw 21 

NG mw 1 

ŋw 2 

nw 3 

LG lj 1 

lw 8 

GG jw 17 

 

Languages in which the offset is always a glide form a glide offset continuum (Parker 

2012) from Type A to D, with some allowing only OG clusters (Type D), others OG and NG 

(Type C), others OG, NG and LG (Type B), and still others allowing OG, NG, LG and GG 

(Type A). Ipulo is among the Type A languages, along with Shilluk, a Nilo-Saharan language. 

Parker (2012) has termed these languages glide offset languages. 

 

3. Evidence for complex onsets 

 

There is reason to conclude that the glide offsets in Ipulo are neither offglides of the 

anchor segment as palatalization or labialization, nor part of the nucleus as a diphthong with the 

following vowel. Contrast, phonological processes and native speaker intuition all support the 

analysis of glide offsets as separate consonant phonemes. 
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3.1 Contrast between segments 

 

Each glide occurs as an independent phoneme in onset position of CV roots. The 

following table establishes contrast between fricatives, liquids and glides in Ipulo: 

 

Table 7: Phonemic contrasts 

 

/u-fɛ̀/ ‘he fastened’ 

/u-vɛ̂/ ‘he married’ 

/u-ɣɛ̀/ ‘he cried’ 

/u-hɛ̂/ ‘he laughed’ 

/u-lɛ̂/ ‘he told’ 

/u-wɛ̂/ ‘he went’ 

/u-jɛ̀/ ‘he lost’ 

 

In addition to evidence of glides as independent phonemes, there is also evidence that 

neither could in fact be a high vowel in a vowel sequence. Canonical sequences of vowels are not 

attested in Ipulo. Roots contain single vowels only, and when a vowel sequence emerges at a 

morpheme boundary, diphthongization is not a means of resolving hiatus. High vowels either 

undergo glide formation or elision, unless they coalesce with the adjacent vowel. Further, unlike 

vowels glides do not bear contrastive tone. Examples of how hiatus is resolved in Ipulo are given 

in §3.2 below. 

 

3.2 Phonological processes 

 

High vowels undergo coalescence, elision or glide formation when adjacent to another 

vowel at a morpheme boundary. Additionally, a glide is inserted at certain morpheme boundaries 

to separate two syllable nuclei. 

Coalescence at a morpheme boundary results in lengthening of one of the vowels in the 

sequence.4  This can be seen with high vowels in the verb root /ìlù/ ‘borrow’ and in the modifier 

/útú/ ‘all’. Further research is needed concerning the individual morphemes, but there is evidence 

of hiatus resolution and vowel lengthening:5 

 

(6) /u-ìlù/ 

3sg-pfv.borrow  

  [ûːlu̥] 

  ‘he borrowed’ 

 

(7) /ɔ́-utu/ 

  nc3-all  

  [úːtu̥] 

                                                        
4It is not yet clear whether this is coalescence, assimilation, or elision of one vowel followed by 

lengthening of the remaining vowel. 
5High vowels devoice word-finally when preceded by a long vowel. See Tuinstra (2015a) for 

further information. 
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(8) /ví-utu/ 

nc8-all  

  [víːtu̥] 

 

If a glide occurs between the vowels then both vowels remain, as seen in the following 

examples: 

 

(9) /ɔ́-jílɔ́/ 

nc1-bananas 

[ɔ́jílɔ́] 

 

(10) /ɔ́wùtá/ 

adv.now 

[ɔ́wùtá] 

 

Elision is more common with pronouns and imperative verb forms, preventing a 

diphthong. Contrasting examples show the preservation of the segments if a glide is underlyingly 

present between the vowels: 

 

(11) /ɔ́-una/ 

nc3-near.dem 

[ɔ̂ná] 

‘this’ 

 

(12) /ɔ́wùtá/ 

‘now’ 

[ɔ́wùtá] 

 

(13) /sâ-i/ 

take-imp.sg 

[sá] 

‘Take (it).’ 

 

(14) /ɛ́sàjí/ 

‘therefore’ 

[ɛ́sàjí] 

 

Elision of the final vowel in a CVCV verb root occurs when the durative suffix is added: 

 

(15) /mi-tə́lì-ɔ/  

1sg-sickle-dur 

[mì.tə̂.lɔ̀]  

‘I was sickling.’ 
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Glide formation occurs with compound forms and the durative form of verbs.6  According 

to Odden (to appear), glide formation is evidence that there were two segments at the source of 

the process, and for the glide to change to an offglide of the previous consonant would be an 

additional step in the process, and therefore a complication. 

 

(16) /í-tì   ɛ̀-ŋgâl/ 

nc7-grinding.stone nc9-hot.pepper 

[í.tjɛ̀.ŋgâl]  

‘stone for grinding peppers’ 

 

(17) /í-kú  ɛ́-jùn/ 

nc7-bone nc7-nose 

[í.kwɛ́.jùn]  

‘bridge of nose’ 

 

The first part of the compound in example (16), /í-tì/, with its CV structure in the  second 

syllable /tì/, contrasts with a root that has the structure CGV in its second syllable, /tjɛ́/: 

 

(18) /í-tjɛ́/ 

nc7-small stone 

 

In the early stages of language learning I thought the compound in (16) contained the 

word for “small stone” (18) until I heard a woman use only the first part of the compound when 

referencing her grinding stone. So I questioned that, and she repeated back: /ítì, ítì, ítjɛ̀ŋgâl/.  

Glide formation also occurs in durative forms of CV roots, when the vowel is high. This 

occurs for both high and low tone verbs: 

 

(19) /ɔ-mì-a/ 

3sg.swallow.dur 

[ɔ́.mjâ] 

‘He was swallowing.’ 

 

(20) /u-ʃî-ɔ/ 

3sg.steal.dur 

[ú.ʃjɔ̂] 

‘He was stealing.’ 

 

(21) /u-pù-ɔ/ 

3sg.do.dur 

[ú.pwɔ̂] 

‘He was making (something).’ 

 

                                                        
6There is a vowel alternation in prefixes and certain suffixes. See Tuinstra (2015a) for further 

information. 
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(22) /u-lû-ɔ/ 

3sg.shoot.dur 

[ú.lwɔ̂] 

‘He was shooting.’ 

 

There is a single morpheme /ʃja/ said in displeasure at hearing news or as part of the 

ending formula when telling a story. This indicates contrast with the underlying CV-V sequence 

/ʃî-ɔ/ in example (20). 

Glide epenthesis occurs with certain pronouns and modifiers. The occurrence of glide 

epenthesis gives further support to the analysis of glides as consonants. In order to break two 

vowels into separate nuclei with a sonority trough between them a glide is inserted. This results 

in (C)V.CV(C) syllable structure. If the prefix is an unrounded vowel then an unrounded glide 

([j]) is inserted, and if the prefix is a rounded vowel then [w] is inserted. The agreement in 

roundedness is consistent with the cross-linguistic tendency of an epenthetic consonant to be 

homorganic with one of the vowels in the hiatus situation (Casali 2011). The following table 

gives a summary: 

 

Table 8: Glide epenthesis 

 

Noun class Concord prefix Possessive pronoun 

1sg 

Quantifier 

two 

Near 

demonstrative 

1 /ɔ̀-/ ɔ-[w]-am                 

3 /ɔ́-/ ɔ-[w]-am   

6 /á-/ a-[j]-am   

7 /í-/ i-[j]-ɔm        

8 /ví-/  vi-[j]-al  

9 /ì-/ i-[j]-ɔm   

10   i-[j]-al  

12 /ká-/ ka-[j]-am  ka-[j]-a 

 

There are words in the above chart in which the high vowel could undergo glide 

formation but does not, perhaps to preserve the noun class prefix. Take the word [víjàl] as an 

example (nc8, quantifier ‘two’). Underlyingly its structure is CV-VC. This contrasts with a word 

such as /vífjà/ which has a CGV syllable in its structure. There is, therefore, contrast in the 

language between the palatal glide and the high vowel. 

 

3.3 Native speaker intuition 

 

Native speakers have helped to establish the alphabet and provisional orthography. They 

recognize /w/ and /j/ as independent phonemes, and when either follows another consonant they 

unanimously recognize two separate phonemes. The example words below illustrate. The three 

words have been used together in a pilot literacy class to clarify spellings with consonants 

followed by <w> and specifically the <yw> cluster.  

In /ɛ́-júwɔ̀ŋ/ ‘spear’, Ipulo speakers insist that there is a vowel between the two glides; 

when asked to slow down the pronunciation they emphasize [ju]. When questioned about /ɛ̀-jwɔ̀/ 
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‘snake’ in comparison to /ɛ́-júwɔ̀ŋ/, native speakers say that /w/ is indeed present and /u/ is not. 

When asked if the /w/ in /ɛ̀-wɔ̀/ ‘dog’ is the same as the /w/ in /ɛ̀-jwɔ̀/, native speakers say that it 

is: 

 

(23) /ɛ́-júwɔ̀ŋ/ <éyúwoŋ> 

nc7-spear 

 

(24) /ɛ̀-jwɔ̀/  <eywo> 

nc9-snake 

 

(25) /ɛ̀-wɔ̀/  <ewo> 

nc9-dog 

 

While there is some evidence of contrast between words containing a glide offset and 

those with a simple onset only, the opinion of native speakers is that two distinct letters form the 

cluster. The words below are the only known examples of contrast thus far. An exception is /ɲ/ 

because it occurs in both onset and coda position and contrasts with every other nasal phoneme. 

Also, native speakers recognize it as a single sound. 

 

Table 9: Contrast between C and CG onsets 

 

Word Gloss 

/í-tɛ̌/ ‘story’ 

/í-tjɛ́/ ‘small stone’ 

/í-kɔ́ŋg/ ‘pot’ 

/í-kwɔ̌ŋg/ ‘lump of mud’ 

/u-jɔ̀t/ ‘he hid’ 

/ɔ-jwɔ̂t/ ‘he drew water’ 

 

Through the process of developing a provisional orthography and literacy materials,  

native Ipulo speakers did not even debate the issue of adding glide clusters as complex phonemes 

to the segment inventory. Quantitative support for such a refusal can be found by calculating 

what Parker (2012) has termed the cluster-to-segment ratio. This is the ratio of clusters to the 

current single segment inventory. This calculation indicates the percentage by which the 

segmental inventory would increase if all clusters were interpreted as single complex phonemes. 

The ratio of clusters to existing segments in Ipulo is quite high, since the anchor 

consonant in onset clusters can be selected from any of the four natural classes of consonants. 

Thus the inventory of phonemic segments would increase significantly if each CG cluster were 

interpreted as a complex phoneme. With the conservative estimate of CG clusters at 20, the 

segment inventory would increase by 87% if CG clusters were interpreted as complex phonemes, 

from 23 to 43. This is a high cost, even more so given that native speakers do not accept that the 

clusters are actually complex phonemes. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

Ipulo is another language that questions the accuracy of the SDP’s prediction that liquids 

are the unmarked offset segment universally. This therefore challenges the sufficiency of the 

SDP to fully explain complex onsets. Further, while it supports the assumption of MSD in its 

preference for a glide in offset position, it reveals a shortcoming of MSD, namely to explain the 

restriction in offset position to a glide. Ipulo contributes to glide offset typology, giving evidence 

for another language in which all CG clusters exist in complex onsets: OG, NG, LG and GG. 

Surprisingly, the frequency of the GG cluster in Ipulo contradicts its marked status cross-

linguistically. Ipulo is another example of a language that tolerates an MSD of 0, provided the 

offset is a glide. The question remains as to how the glide is formally selected as the only 

permissible offset in complex onsets. 

 

Abbreviations 

 

1                    first person 

2            second person 

3            third person 

adv                adverb 

dur            durative 

imp            imperative 

MSD           Minimum Sonority Distance 

nc1…nc14     noun class prefix numbers 

pfv                 perfective 

SDP            Sonority Dispersion Principle 

SSP            Sonority Sequencing Principle 

 

Appendix 

 

The following table lists all known tokens of CG clusters within morphemes. They are organized 

like Table 6, horizontally by cluster type from greatest sonority distance to least and vertically by 

frequency from least to greatest within /Cj/ and /Cw/ clusters; /Cj/ clusters are listed first because 

there are fewer of them. 

 

Ipulo glide offset examples 

 

 OG NG LG GG 

1 /vífjà/ 

spy 

/í-mwə́ɲɛ́mwɛ̀/  

star 

/ì-ljɛ́kɛ́/ 

field 

/ì-jwɛ̀/ 

wild pepper 

2 /mɛ-hjàŋgà/ 

I spliced 

/à-ŋwà/ 

cat  

/lwə̀/ 

who? 

/ì-jwɛ́/ 

fingernail 

3 /tíndjɛ̌/ 

guitar 

/ɛ́-ŋwɔ́ndúkú/ 

handle 

/ɔ̀-lwə̀/ 

chimpanzee 

/nùjwɛ́/ 

evening 

4 /ʃjà/  

expression of 

displeasure and 

/nwɔ̂/ 

how? 

/ɔ́-lwə̀/ 

fish species 

/jwɔ́/ 

object pron NC 6 
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also part of the 

ending formula to 

telling a story 

5 /í-tjɛ́/ 

small stone 

/únwɔ̂/  

indirect discourse marker, 

result clause preposition, 

contrast or 

ceoncessionconjunction 

when preceded by copula 

/ji/ 

/mɛ̀-lwɔ̀lu/ 

I stopped 

/jwɔ̀/ 

object pron NC 9  

6 /ù-tjɛ̂/ 

father 

/í-nwɔ́n/ 

bird 

/ɔ́-lwɔ̌nd/ 

mistress 

/ɛ̀-jwɔ̀/ 

snake 

7 /wútjɛ́/ 

in vain 

 /ú-lwɔ́nd/ 

line 

/ù-jwɔ̂/ 

ghost 

8 /wú-tjɛ́v/ 

cave 

  /mɛ̀-lwɔ́s/ 

I plucked 

/ɛ̀-jwɔ̀h/ 

spoon 

9 /ú-fwáŋânz/ 

umbrella 

 /mɛ̀-lwɔ́tu/ 

I picked 

(something) up 

/ɛ̀-jwɔ́h/ 

rubbing oil 

10 /ùmbwɔ́/ 

master 

  /mɛ̀-jwɔ́h/  

I hovered  

11 /ùndwɔ̀/ 

nothing 

  /mɛ̀-jwɔ̀h/  

I cast 

12 /mɛ̀-ndwás/ 

I undressed 

  /mɛ̀-jwɔ̀k/  

I struck with fire 

13 /ɛ̀-nzwɔ̀/ 

cliff 

  /mɛ̀-jwɔ́l/ 

I grew tired 

14 /ɛ̀-nzwɔ́/ 

debt 

  /mɛ̀-jwɔ́lùtù/ 

I wore (something) 

out  

15 /nzwɔ́hɔ́/ 

poorly 

  /ì-jwɔ̀nájwɔ̀/ 

ant species 

12 /ùŋgwɔ̀/ 

down under 

  /ì-jwɔ́t/ 

dream  

13 /ɛ̀-ŋgwɔ̀l/ 

money 

  /mɛ̀-jwɔ́t/ 

I drew water 

14 /mɛ̀-ŋgwɔ̀lù/ 

I snored 

   

15 /ì-ŋgwúk/ 

bird species 

   

16 /và-ŋgwúnù/ 

they resemble 

   

17 /mì-hwɛ̀/ 

I scratched 

   

18 /hwɛ̀m/ 

resolved 
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19 /hwɔ/ 

predicator of non-

existence 

   

20 /mɛ̀-hwɔ́/ 

I went ahead 

   

21 /náhwɔ̀/ 

lower 

   

22 /hwɔ̀n/ 

depleted 

   

23 /mì-hwɔ́nd/ 

I hanged (a person) 

   

24 /ɛ́-hwɔ́ndɔ̀/ 

toad 

   

25 /hwɔ́ŋ/ 

silently 

   

26 /ɔ́-hwɔ̀ŋg/ 

river 

   

27 /mì-twə́/ 

I spit 

   

28 /ɛ́twɔ̀/ 

thus 

   

29 /mɛ̀-twɔ́/ 

I poured liquid 

   

30 /mì-twɔ/ 

I sold (something) 

   

31 /ɛ́-twɔ́hɔ́/ 

tail (bird only) 

   

32 /twɔ̀n/ 

together 

   

33 /í-twɔ́nd/ 

worm species 

   

34 /í-twɔ̀nd/ 

palm sapling 

   

35 /ɔ́-twɔ́nd/ 

lip 

   

36 /ɛ́-twɔ́ŋg/ 

marsh 

   

37 /mè-twɔ̀t/ 

I arrived 

   

38 /á-kwá/ 

lie 

   

38 /ɔ̀-kwànɔ̀/ 

widower 

   

39 /ú-kwə̂l/ 

house 

   

40 /kwɔ́/    
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41 /ɛ́-kwɔ́/ 

mushroom variety 

   

42 /mì-kwɔ́/ 

I died 

   

43 /mɛ̀-kwɔ́/ 

I grated 

(something) 

   

44 /tákwɔ̀kɔ̀/ 

insect variety 

   

45 /ɛ̀-kwɔ̀k/ 

chicken 

   

46 /ɛ̀-kwɔ́l/ 

snail 

   

47 /mɛ̀-kwɔ́l/ 

I held 

   

48 /mì-kwɔ́l/ 

I invoked 

   

49 /mɛ̀-kwɔ̀n/ 

I loved 

   

50 /ɛ̀-kwɔ̂ɲ/ 

slime 

   

51 /ɛ́-kwɔ̀ŋg/ 

bump 

   

52 /ì-kwɔ́ŋg/  

wet mud block 

   

53 /ɔ́-kwɔ̀ŋg/ 

village 

   

54 /mɛ̀-kwɔ̀ŋgulu/ 

I embraced 

   

55 /ɛ́-kwɔ́t/  

head 

   

56 /ɛ̀-kwɔ̀t/  

forest 

   

57 /wú-kwɔ́w/ 

mashed fermented 

cassava 

   

58 /swàm/ 

recently 

   

59 /ì-nswát/ 

corn and peanut 

dish 

   

60 /swɛ́/ 

carefully 

   

61 /í-swɛ́lí/ 

eggshell 
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62 /í-swɛ̀ndɛ̀/ 

grasshopper 

   

63 /mɛ̀-swə̀k/ 

I pounded palm 

nuts 

   

64 /mì-swə̀k/ 

I poured libation 

   

65 /mì-swə́k/ 

I pecked 

   

66 /ú-swə́k/ 

sacrifice 

   

67 /ɔ́-swə̀l/ 

spit 

   

68 /ì-nswɔ́/ 

shame 

   

69 /ú-swɔ́/ 

bag 

   

70 /mɛ̀-swɔ̀h/ 

I punched 

   

71 /á-swɔ́kú/ 

suffering 

   

72 /ɛ̀-swɔ̀l/ 

fish trap 

   

73 /mì-swɔ́l/ 

I buried 

   

74 /mɛ̀-swɔ́l/ 

I went down 

   

75 /ɔ́-swɔ̂l/ 

bladder 

   

76 /ɔ́-swɔ́n/ 

milk 

   

77 /ɔ́-swɔ̀nd/ 

rooster 

   

78 /ɛ̀-swɔ̀ŋ/ 

hunger 
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